
Introducing One & Sun   ,  
an Exclusive DeltaVision Add-on

Now you can claim a FREE pair of Ray-Ban®, Oakley® or 
other brand name sunglasses when you get an annual eye 
exam through your DeltaVision benefits. It’s our way of 
encouraging a healthy habit that could make an important 
difference, since regular eye exams can help identify early 
signs of many costly health conditions.1 

As an eligible member, when you have  
a routine eye exam and we receive  
a qualifying claim, you will automatically  
receive a unique redemption code in the mail.

You will then have 90 days to visit  
oneandsun.com and choose from several  
top-selling styles. 

Once you enter your redemption code,  
provide your shipping address and submit  
your order, your new sunglasses will arrive 
within 10 business days.
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How It Works

Regular eye exams 
can help identify 
early signs of chronic 
health conditions like 
high blood pressure, 
diabetes, heart disease 
and high cholesterol.1

People are 4 times 
more likely to get 
an eye exam than 
a physical, so it’s 
often the first sign 
something is wrong.2

Why Eye Exams 
Are Important

Annual Eye Exams  
Just Got Cooler

1 American Academy of Ophthalmology: “Frequency of Ocular Examinations”; 2009.
2 US Department of Health – National Health Statistics Report #8. 8/6/08
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Who is eligible to receive 
free sunglasses? 
Only the DeltaVision subscriber/
policyholder and their covered spouse 
are eligible for this offer. Children are 
not eligible.

How do you qualify to 
receive free sunglasses?  
DeltaVision subscribers and their 
covered spouses qualify for free 
sunglasses when they complete an 
annual eye exam. Claims for the annual 
exams must be paid by DeltaVision to 
qualify.

How long does it take to 
receive a redemption code? 
The unique redemption code will 
be sent via U.S. Mail to the eligible 
member’s address on file approximately 
one week after the qualifying claim is 
received by DeltaVision.

Does the redemption code 
expire? 
Yes. The redemption code must be 
redeemed within 90 days after it is 
issued. If the code is not redeemed, the 
eligible member will be able to take 
advantage of the program the following 
calendar year. 

Is there any cost for  
the sunglasses? 
No. There is no cost for the sunglasses 
or shipping/handling. They are 100% 
free to eligible DeltaVision members. 

 

How often can members get 
free sunglasses? 
Eligible members can receive one free 
pair of sunglasses every two years, 
in addition to their regular benefits 
for prescription lenses and frames. 
Once the offer has been redeemed, 
the eligible member must stay on the 
plan continuously to be eligible for the 
benefit in alternating years.

How many styles/options  
are available? 
The current selection includes more  
than ten top styles from Ray-Ban, 
Oakley, and other brand named 
sunglasses with an average retail value 
over $125. Members may only choose 
from the non-prescription retail stock 
styles offered at oneandsun.com; 
prescription sunglasses are not available.

Can the sunglasses be 
returned or exchanged? 
No returns or exchanges are allowed 
unless your sunglasses arrive damaged. 
If damaged, an identical replacement 
will be made free of charge.

How long does it take to 
receive the sunglasses? 
Sunglasses should be delivered within 
10 business days after the eligible 
member redeems their code and 
submits their order at oneandsun.com.
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Visit oneandsun.com  
to browse all available  
styles and view full  
program details.
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